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Let 0 be a semilocal domain that contains 2 as a unit. Let * be an involution 
on 0 with the property that there exists a unit 0 in 0 such that 0* = -6. In 
this paper, we study the structure of a lattice L with canonical splitting (see 
Section 2) over 0 and the generation theorems for the unitary group U(L) of 
the lattice and its commutator subgroup Q(L). First, we prove the Witt theorem, 
i.e., every isometry from an orthogonal component of L into L can be lifted up 
to L, listed as Theorem 3.7. Then, we determine all the invariant sublattices 
of L (see Theorem 3.9). Let E(L) be the subgroup of U(L) generated by pure 
unitary transvections and pure quasi-transvections. We show that Q(L) = E(L) 
and U(L) is generated by E(L) and the semideletions PH(‘Y) (Listed as Theorems 
4.4 and 4.5). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, 0 will be a semilocal domain, i.e., a commutative 
Noetherian domain that has finitely many maximal ideals. We assume 
that 2 is a unit in 0 and that every residue field of 0 contains more than 
three elements. Let * be an involution on 0 with the property that there 
exists a unit 0 in 0 such that 0* = -4, (an involution is a ring automorphism 
with period 2). Let 0, = (a E 0 j a* = a}. Let U(U,) be the multiplicative 
group of all units of 0 (0, , respectively) and let F(F,,) be the quotient 
field of O(0,). If S is a nonempty subset of 0 (or 0,), the fractional ideal 
generated by S is denoted by [Sj (or [S],). If S = {a} we use [~]([a],) instead 
of [{a}]([(~}]~). If A and B are nonzero ideals of 0 (or 0,), we define 
A:B ={aEO(orO,)IaBCA}. 
If A = [u] and B = [b] we use a : b instead of [u] : [b]. For any a in F 
(or F,) we define 
[a]-’ = {b EF j ub E Oj-, (or [a];’ = {b sFo / ub E O,}). 
Clearly, a : b = [UP] n 0 = b-l([u] n [b]) and (u : b)b = (b : a)~. 
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An ideal A of 0 is called invariant if A* = A. A maximal invariant 
ideal is a proper invariant ideal that is not contained properly in any proper 
invariant ideal of 0. I f  M is a maximal ideal of 0, then-it is easy to check 
that M n M* is a maximal invariant ideal. We show later that a maximal 
invariant ideal is of the form M n M* for some maximal ideal M. 
We use M or Mj (M’ or M,‘) to denote a maximal ideal of 0 (0,); S(S,) 
the set of all maximal ideals and I(1,) the index set of all maximal ideals, i.e., 
S ={MiESjjEI}. 
For each M (or Ma) we use k(lz,) to denote the residue field and n (or -): 
0 + k the canonical map. Denote the Jacobson’s radial of 0 (or 0,) by 
R (or R,), i.e., R = &s M. For any a in 0, we define the norm of a, 
n(a) to be au* and the trace of a, t(u), to be a + a*. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Nakayama). Let a be an element of 0 with a - b in R for 
some unit b. Then, a is a unit. 
Proof. See [2, p. 851. 
LEMMA 1.2. An element b in 0 is a unit if and only if b is not contained 
in any maximal ideal of 0. 
Proof. See [6, 1.131. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose a, b are in 0 with [{a, b}] = 0. Then, there exists 
c in 0 such that a + bc is a unit. 
Proof. See [5, 1.111. 
LEMMA 1.4. Every element of 0 can be written uniquely as a + btl for 
some a, b in 0, . 
Proof. For any OL in 0, set a = (a + a*)/2 and b = (a - oI*)/28, then, 
u,bEOO and or=u+be. Suppose u+bB=O. Then, u-be=0 and 
so a = b = 0. This shows the uniqueness. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. There is a natural one-one correspondence between the 
invariant ideals of 0 and the ideals of 0, . More precisely, let ](JO) be invariant 
ideals of 0 (or 0, , respectively). Then 
(i) J,, corresponds to J,,O = {u + bb’ 1 a, 6 E Jo>; 
(ii) J corresponds to J n 0, = {a, b E O,, ( a + be E J}; 
(iii) maximal invariant ideals of 0 correspond to maximal ideals of 0, . 
Proof. Both the equalities in (i) and (ii) follow easily from definitions 
and 1.3. Next, we show that (JOO) n 0, =-Jo. That J,, C (J,,O) n 0, 
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is obvious. Let a E (JaO) n 0, and write a = C b,ci , where b, E Jo and 
ci E 0 for all i. Since a E 0, , a = C b,c,* and so a = C bi(ci + ci*)/2 E J, . 
This shows the (J,,O) n 0, = JO. Similarly, one can show that (J n 0,)O = J 
and this sets up the one-one correspondence. 
Let P be an invariant maximal ideal of 0 and let q be the corresponding 
ideal in 0. If q is not maximal then there exists a maximal ideal q’ of 0, 
that contains q. Let P’ = q’0. Choose an element a in q’, but not in P, 
0 = (a, P>. Hence, 1 = ab + c = ab* + c*, where b E 0 and c E P. It 
follows that 2 - a(b + b*) + (c + c*) E q’ since u(b + b*) E q’ and 
c + c* EP n 0, = q C q’. This is a contradiction and so q is a maximal 
ideal of 0, and P = q0. By (i) and (ii), P is a maximal invariant ideal of 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.6. A maximal invariant ideal J of 0 is either a maximal 
ideal, or M n M* for some maximal ideal M of 0. Suppose J is not maximal. 
Then, there exists some maximal ideal M of 0 that contains J. It is easy 
to see that J _C M n M* and M n M* is an invariant ideal of 0. Hence, 
J = M n M* by the maximality of J. We denote O/M by k and O/M* 
by k* if M # M*. 
LEMMA 1.7. I,, is a subset of I (or the number of maximal ideals in O0 < 
those in 0). 
Proof. It suffices to show that for each maximal ideal M of 0 there 
exists, at most, one maximal ideal N of 0, that is contained in M. Suppose 
N’ is another one that is also contained in M. Since N # N’, O,, = 
(N, N’) C M, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.8. 0, is Noetheriun. 
Proof. Let {(Jdu~ b e an ascending chain of ideals in 0,. Let {J,} be 
the corresponding ascending chain of invariant ideals of 0,. Since 0 is 
Noetherian, {J,} is a finite chain. It follows from 1.5 that {(J&} is a finite 
chain. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. 0, is a semilocal domain. 
Proof. Apply Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8. Q.E.D. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF LATTICES 
A lattice L is a free O-module of finite rank, endowed with a nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear Hermitian form into 0, denoted by (x, y) e xy for 
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X, y in L and we write x2 for XX. Thus, xy = (yx)*, (ax) y = a&y), x(uy) = 
a*(xy) and XL = 0 only for x = 0. The rank of L is denoted by dim L. 
Let s be an element of 0, . A lattice L is called s-modular if there exists 
a basis (x1 ,..., xn} of L such that x,L = s for all i = l,..., n. If s is a unit, 
then an s-modular lattice is called u&nodular. 
We say that the lattice L has a canonical splitting if there exists a non- 
empty finite subset S = {sl ,..., So} of O,, with the following properties: 
sio = sjo, if and only if i = j, (2-l) 
g1 (s : Si)(Si : s) = 0, if and only if SO = ~0 
for some i = l,..., t, (2.2) 
for any fixed j = l,..., t, (2.3) 
such that 
L =L, IL, 1 a-’ ILt, (orthogonal sum), (2.4) 
in which each component Li is s,-modular for i = I,..., t. If L has a canonical 
splitting it may not be unique. However, we shall show that the quantities 
t,si,andni=dimLi, i=l t ,-*a, , (2.5) 
are invariants of L. 
The assumptions (2.2) and (2.3) are made mainly to ensure the uniqueness 
of the canonical splitting. If 0 is a local domain or L is s-modular, then 
(2.1) implies (2.2) and (2.3). 
If M is a nonempty subset of L, MO is its orthogonal complement (in L), 
I.e., MO = (x in L 1 xM = 01, and (M) is the submodule of L spanned 
by M. A submodule M of L is said to split L if L = M 1 N for some sub- 
module M. It is easy to see that if L = M J- N, then N = MO. We call M 
an orthogonal component of L if it splits L. 
Let A be a nonzero ideal and M a submodule of L. We define 
M*=(xEMIxMCA}. 
Clearly, M-4 is a sublattice of L with M*M* C A. If M = J 1 K, then 
M-4 = J* 1 K*. If MM C A, then M* = M. If M is s-modular and A C ~0, 
then MA = (A : [s])M. If A = s0, we use MS instead of Ml*]. 
If L has a canonical splitting (2.4) with invariants (2.5), then 
LA = 1 ([s] : A) Li = 1 ((A$) n 0) Li . V-6) 
1QQ lQ<t 
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A vector x in L is called maximal if x = my, for, y in L implies that OL 
is a unit. A maximal vector is called pure if it is in some orthogonal basis 
of L. A pure vector x is said to be of type i (or i-pure) if XL = siO. A nonzero 
vector x is called isotropic if x2 = 0 and anisotropic otherwise. A lattice L 
is called isotropic if it contains an isotropic vector and anisotropic otherwise. 
An isotropic vector x is said to be pure of type i (or i-pure) if there exists 
an isotropic vector y such that [xy] = siO = XL + yL. 
Let (Pj 1 j EL’) be the set of all maximal invariant ideals of 0 and let 
hi = O/Pj . If Pi is not a maximal ideal of 0, Pj = M n M* for some 
maximal ideal M by Remark 1.6. Hence, hj g k + K*, where K = O/M 
and k* = O/M*. The involution * induces an involution * on hj defined 
as (a, b)* = (b*, a*) for all (a, b) in hi. Let L be a lattice. For any s in 0, 
we define L(s, j) = LS/LsP5 for j in I’. The same notation, or nj , is used to 
denote the canonical map from Ls to L(s, j). We define canonically i + f = -- -- 
x + y, a * f = aX and g = s-l(xy) for x, y in LS and a in 0. One can 
check that the Hermitian form on L induces canonically a symmetric 
Hermitian form on L(s, j) over hj . If L has a canonical splitting (1.4) then 
L(si , j) = Lr i L, 1 ... 1 L, and ni < dim(L(s, , j)) < z. In fact, we will 
show that L(si , j) = Li for some j in J and ni = dim(L(sk , j)). We denote 
L(si , j) by W, j). 
We define the dual of L to be 
L#={xinFLIxLCO}. 
One can easily show that L# is a lattice and 
and 
FL+ = FL, .p# CL 
(aL)# = a-lL# 
for any a in F. If L has a splitting L = J 1 K, then 
L# = J” 1 KS. 
Finally, it is easy to see that 
L>K=>L+_CK# 
and 
(J + K)# = J” n K#. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L be a lattice with a canonical splitting Lemma 2.4. 
Then, the quantities t, si , and ni = dim Li for i = I,..., t of Proposition 2.5 
are invariants of L, i.e., they are independent no matter which canonical splitting 
of L is used to calculate them. 
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Proof. By Proposition 2.6, L* = licict (s : si) Lsi for s in O0 and Lx * Ls = 
s(& (s : s& : s)). It follows from Lemma 2.3 that L*L” = So if and only 
if s0 = siO for some i = l,..., t. Hence, the ideals [sr] ,..., [st] and t are 
invariant. 
We show that n, = dim Li is invariant for all i. Since si is in 0, for all i, 
: si) is an invariant ideal for all i, j = l,..., t. For a fixed i = l,..., t, 
& (Si : Sj)(S , : st) is an invariant ideal of 0, there exists some maximal 
invariant ideal P,, that contains Cl+ (Si : sj)(sj : si). We consider L(i, II) 
with the induced Hermitian form over hp. For each j # i, (si : s~)~ sj = 
si((si : s~)(s, : si)) C sip,, . It follows from Lemma 2.6 that L(i, CL) = L,(i, p) 
and dim Li equals dim L(i, p) if P, is maximal. In either case, dim Li is an 
invariant. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a lattice. Suppose for each orthogonal component 
N of M there exists x in N such that [x2] = xN. Then, M has an orthogonal 
basis. 
Proof. Since M is its own orthogonal component, there exists x in M 
such that [x2] = xM. Let FM = Fx 1 V and let M’ = Ox 1 M n V. 
We claim that M = M’. It suffices to show that MC M’. Let z in M and 
write z = ax + y, where x is in F and y is in V. Since ux2 = xz is in [x2], 
a is in 0. Hence, y = z - ax is in M n V. The result now follows from 
the induction on dim M. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose L is s-modular. Then 
L ={xinFLjxLCsO}. 
Proof. Let M = {x in FL 1 XL C so}. Since L is s-modular, we have 
LL c SO and so L C M. Conversely, consider on x in FL with xL C [s]. Then 
xL# = x(s-IL) c 0, 
hence, x is in L-## = L. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be an s-modular sublattice of L. Then, M splits L 
if and only if ML = So. 
Proof. If M splits L, we have L = M 1 N and ML + MM = sQ. 
Write Fl = FM 1 N. We claim that L = M 1 (L n N). It suffices to 
show that a typical x in L is also in M 1 (L n N). Write x = y + z, where 
y is in FM and z is in FN. Then, yM - XM c ML = SO. But y is in FM, 
y is in M by 2.3. Thus, z is in L and we are done. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose M is a sublattice of L that has a canonical 
splitting 
M=MIl...lMV. 
Then, M splits L if and only ;f each component Mi splits L for i = I,..., y. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. Conversely, we write FL = FM 1 N. 
We claim that L = M J- N n L. It suffices to show that L = M + N n L. 
Let x be an element in L. For each i - I,..., y, we write x = xi + yi , 
where xi E Mi and yi E Mio. Then, (X - XI=, xi) Mj = (X - xi) Mi = 
y,Mj = 0 for all j = I,..., y. Hence, (x - Cl=i xi) FM = 0, so x - xi=, xi 
is in N n L. Now, x can be written as Ci=, xi + (x - &xi), which is in 
M+(NnL). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (2.4) and let 
M be a sublattice of L that splits L. Suppose M has a canonical splitting 
M = MI J- .*. MY. 
Then, each component Mi is s,~i~-tnodular, for i = I,..., y. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists some i = I,..., y, such that Mi is 
s-modular for some s in O. that is different from all sj . It follows from 2.3 
that there exists a maximal invariant ideal P, that contains xi=, (s : sj)(sj : s). 
By 2.6, L* = ~I~~~t (s : s,)L, . Hence, 
Ls *L” = i (s : Sj)2 sj = s i (Sj : s)(s : Sj) c SP, . 
j=l ( j-l 1 
Therefore, L(s, /.L) = Ls/Lspp = 0. On the other hand, L = Mi I Mio, 
L(s, p) = Mi(s, /A) 1 Mdo(s, p). Since Mi is s-modular, M<(s, CL) # 0. Thus, 
L(s, p) # 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, s = sj for some j = l,..., t. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1 4) Let x be a 
ma.xitnal vector in L that splits L. Then, there exists an orthogonal basis of L 
that contains x as basic vector. 
Proof. Let M = (x) and write L = M 1 MO. By 2.6, we may assume 
[x2] = [sJ for some i = l,..., t. It is easy to see thatL(i,j) = M(i,j) 1 Mo(i,j) 
for all j in I’. I f  ai = 1, then it follows from 2.1 and induction on t. I f  ni > 1, 
then Mo(i,j) # 0 for all j in J’. For each j in J’ there exists ,ZY~ in Mo(s, j) 
such that ,%$a is not a zero divisor in h, . We choose Zj in (M”)Bi with canonical 
image Zj in Mo(i, j). For each maximal ideal M, , we may choose, by C.R.T., 
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an element d, in 0 such that d, = 1 (mod NT,), d, = 1 (mod M,*) and 
d, E 0 (mod My) otherwise. We consider z = cfr djzj in La*, rj(s;‘z2) = 
~,(s;~(C d,,d,,z&) = nj(s;‘dj2zj2) # 0 for all j in J. Hence, s$-z2 is a unit 
and [za] = s@ = zMO. By 2.2, (z> in MO. Now, the result follows from 
the induction on ni and t. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.4). Let M 
be a sublattice that splits L. If M has an orthogonal basis (OY a canonical splitting) 
then so does MO. 
Proof. Apply 2.5-2.7 and induction on dim M. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.4). Then, 
L has an orthogonal basis. 
Proof. Apply 2.7 and induction on dimL. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (2.4) such 
that each component Li is isotropic for all i. Then 
(i) Every i-hyperbolic plane H(i) splits L. 
SOme iiil= l* 
maximal vector splits L if and only if it is an i-pure vector for 
,a**, t. 
(iii) Every i-pure vector can be embedded in an i-hyperbolic plane. 
Proof. (i) follows from 2.4 directly and (ii) follows from 2.4 and 2.7. 
Let x be a i-pure vector and write L = (x) J- <x)O. There exists a i-hyper- 
bolic pair { y, .z} in (x)O. We may assume, without loss of generality, that 
yz = si . Put w = y - x2/22. Then, {x + w, x - w} is an i-hyperbolic 
pair. Q.E.D. 
Throughout the rest of the paper, we shall be working with a lattice L 
that has a canonical splitting (2.4). Whenever the symbols t, si , ni appear, 
they will be the invariants of L given in (2.5) that satisfy (2.1)-(2.3). We 
also assume that Li is an isotropic lattice with dim Li > 5. 
3. ISOMETRIES, WITT THEOREM, AND INVARIANT LATTICES 
An automorphiim u of L is called an isometry if (ux)(uy) = xy for all 
x, y in L. The unitary group U(L) of L is the set of all isometries of L. We 
use the usual notation, [a, p], for the commutator ~-~+p for a, p in U(L). 
Let y be an i-pure isotropic vector in L and let a be an element of F with 
a* = -a. The mapping r9/,a that carries x to x + a(xy)y for all x in L 
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is in U+(FL). It follows directly that T&J!,) CL if and only if a is in [s&l. 
If Tu.a is in U(L), then it is called a pure transvection of type i (or i-trans- 
vection). The following identities hold whenever the symbols involved are 
meaningful: 
Tbl/,a = Ty.nn(b) 3 (T.1) 
-1 
TY,a = ‘y,--a , 
TU,n7db = ry,a+b 9 
CT.21 
(T.3) 
(3.1) 
-1 
~Tl/.a~ TY,LP 
-1 - 
- Toy,a 7 for all 0 in U(L). (T-4) 
Let y be an i-isotropic vector in L. Let w be a vector in (y)O and a E F. 
The mapping Tv,,,a: x b x + a*(xy)w - a(xw)y - (n(u) w2(xy)/2)y is in 
U+(FL) and called a quasi-transvection. If w is j-pure and there exists i-pure 
vector z such that (y, z) splits L and w E ( y, .z)O, then, a quasi-transvection 
T Y9w.a in U(L) is called pure of type (i,j) (or (i,j)-quasi-transvection). 
It follows that T,,,,, E U(L) if and only if a[{si , sj}] C 0. It is easy to verify 
the following identities: 
T v.w.ab - Tw,w,b = Tww,b > (E.1) 
T v,w,atb - - Tw,aTwu.b 9 if and only if ub* E 0, (E.2) 
T y.wtz,a = T T v,w,a Y,Z.cl f if and only if wz E 0,) (E-3) 
~Tu.w,a+ = Tmuux 3 for all u in U(L), (E.4) 
T u.bv+w’,a - Tu,w,a . (E.5) 
Let {x, y} be an i-hyperbolic pair. For any unit a, we define P{,&u) 
to be the mapping that carries x to ax, and y to (a*)-‘~. If u E 0,) then 
prwm = Tr,abeTy,a(a-l)eTz+ey,(l-a)e-l for some b in O. is in U+(FL). Con- 
versely, if Pf&u) is in U+(FL), then det(Pi2,2/)(u)) = 1 implies a is in O. . 
We use E(L) to denote the subgroup of U(L) generated by pure trans- 
vections and pure quasi-transvections, and U*(L) the subgroup generated 
by E(L) and P~.&u) for all pure hyperbolic pairs {x, y} and all units a. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k be a field with nontrivial involution * and characteristic 
f2. Let V be a nondegenerate isotropic Hermitian space over k. Suppose x, x’ 
are two isotropic vectors in V. Then, there exists un isotropic vector z in V 
such that (xz) # 0 # (x’z). 
Proof. Let V = (x, y) 1 M, where {x, y} is a hyperbolic pair and 
M = (x, y)O. Write x’ = ax + by + w, where w E M, a, b E k. We choose 
z=yifu#Oandz=B(xy)-1x+yifu=Oandb#0,where~*=--8. 
Then, z is the required isotropic vector. Suppose a = b = 0, then x’ E (x, y>O 
such that x’y’ # 0. Now, put z = y + y’. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a maximal ideal of 0 with M # M* and let 
h = O/M n M*. Let V be the induced Hermitian module of L wer h. Suppose 
x, x’ are two isotropic vectors of V with XV = x’V = h. Then, there exists 
an isotropic vector z in V such that (xz) and (x’z) are not zero-divisors. 
Proof. Suppose only one of a, , a2 , b, , b, is not zero. We assume that 
b, # 0. Since x’V = h, there exists e, in (x, y)O such that uv = (cl , cs) 
with c2 # 0. Then, z = x - (xy)-l v2/2y + v is the required vector. The 
remaining cases can be done similarly. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let x and y be two i-isotropic vectors in L. Then, there exists 
an i-isotropic vector z such that [xz] = [sJ = [yz]. 
Proof. (1) For each j in I’, the induced quadratic space & = Lsi/Lpj** 
is isotropic with dimension 25 over the residue ring hj . By 3.1 and 3.2 
there exists z, in Ls3 such that %$j2 = 0 and ZZ~ # 0 # y%j . 
(2) It follows from C.R.T. that there exists, for each j in I’, some dj 
in 0 such that dj = 1 (mod Pr) and dj 3 0 (mod Pi) for all i # j. Put 
w = xjE, dizj . Then, for each j, ZG = Xzj # 0 # yeU and w2 = zj2 = 0 
in hj . Hence, w2 = y is in the radical of 0 and xw, yw are units. 
(3) Put z = w - (w~/~(xw))x. Then z is the required isotropic vector. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let x, y, z be three i-isotropic vectors in L with xy = us, = zy 
for some unit u. Then there exists some T E E(L) such that T(z) = x and 
T(Y) =Y. 
Proof. Write L = (x, y) J- (x, y)a and z = x + ay + w, where a E 0 
and w E <x, y)O. Then, TI = Tv,W,(su~ - 1 carries z to x + by and y to y. 
Since zs = (Tz)z = (x + by)2 = (b*u + bu*) si = 0, b*u = -bu*, (bu-1)” = 
-bu. The transvection ~+,,~--l carries t + by to x and y to y. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let {x, y> and {x’, y’} be two i-hyperbolic pairs in L with 
xy = x’y’. Then, there exists u in U*(L) such that u(x) = x’ and a(y) = y’. 
Proof. It follows from 3.3 that there exists i-isotropic vector z in L 
such that [xz] = [sJ and (a-lx’)z = xx for some unit a. By 3.4, there 
exists Tie E(L) such that T,(x’) = x’ and T,(w) = y’. Then, u = 
P{,,,,?)(a) TIT2 is the required map. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let z and w be two i-pure vectors in L with z2 = w2. 
Then, there exists a in U*(L) that carries z to w. 
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Proof. By 2.lO(iii), we may embed z and zc in the i-hyperplane Hz = 
(x, y> and H, = (x’, y’), respectively. Since .z2 = w2, we may assume 
without loss of generality that z = x + y and W = x’ + y’. Now, we 
apply 3.5. Q.E.D. 
Let H = Hl 1 ... 1 Ht be an orthogonal component of L, where Hi 
is an i-hyperbolic plane spanned by the i-hyperbolic pair (xi , yi> for 
i = I,..., t. Let a be a unit. We use P,(a) to denote PQ~~)(~) for all i = l,..., t. 
THEOREM 3.7 (Witt theorem). Let M be an orthogonal component of L. 
Then, every isometry o: M - L can be lifted to L. More precisely, there exists 
7 in U*(L) such that Q- 1 M = o. 
Proof. Apply 3.6 and induction on dim M. Q.E.D. 
A sublattice M of L is called invariant if ak? = M for all a in U+(FL). 
If A is a nonzero invariant ideal of 0, it is evident that L* is an invariant 
lattice. Thus, if g, ,..., g, are ideals of 0, then the lattice 
M = g,L” + ... +gt+ (3.2) 
is also invariant. We will show that all invariant lattices are of this form. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. If an invariant lattice of L contains an i-pure vector, 
then it contains LQ. 
Proof. Let x be an i-pure vector in the invariant lattice M. Since Li 
is isotropic with dimLi 3 5, there exists an i-hyperbolic pair (y, z> in 
(x)O. By 3.6, there exists T, and T, in E(L) such that T,(x) = x + y and 
T,(x) = x + x, so y and z are in M. By 3.5, E(L) is transitive on all the 
pure hyperbolic pairs of L of the same type, M contains all i-hyperbolic 
pairs of L. Now, the result follows from 2.11. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.9. If M is an invariant lattice of L, then there are ideals 
g, ,..., g, such that 
M = g,L’l + .. . + gtLSt, (3.3) 
where g, ,..., g, are uniquely determined and are given by 
gi = s,‘(ML”‘), for i = l,..., t. (3.4) 
Furthermore, if L = L, 1 .‘* 1 Lt is a canonical splitting, then 
M = g&, J- ... I g&t (3.5) 
and 
giCsi : sj> -Cgj > for i,j= l,..., t. (3.6) 
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Proof. Fix a canonical splitting (2.4) of L and let C be the set of all 
submodule L of the form &i AjLj , where Ar ,..., At are ideals of 0. The 
intersection of the members of any subset of C is clearly in C. Let Cg,L, 
be the intersection of those members of C that contains M. We shall show 
that M = CgjLj . 
Trivially, M CC g,L, C Cg,L*j. In order to show that C g,L*g C M, it 
follows from 3.8 that it suffices to show that for each fixed i, 1 < i < t, 
and any maximal element 01 in gi, there exists an i-pure vector x in Li such 
that owe is in M. Suppose the assertion fails for some (11 in gi . Then, there 
exists a maximal ideal M such that 
MCMLQ + cgjLs’$ i gjLsj, 
j#i i=l 
which is a contradiction. This shows (3.3)-(3.5). 
Since (sj : si) LQ C LSj. By (3.4), M((sj : si)L8i) E ((sj : si))* ML”i = 
(sj : si) Sigi C Sjgj(s, : sj) Sjgi C sjgj e Thus, (si : sj) gf C gj . Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.10. Since the ideals g, ,..., g, characterize the invariant lattice 
M completely, we shall often write M = (gl ,...,gt). 
I f  X is a nonempty subset of L, we denote by Z(X) the smallest invariant 
sublattice containing X. It is the intersection of all invariant sublattices 
containing X and is also given as the set of 
Z(X) = ic aiq(xi) 1 ai in, ui in U+(L), and xi in X1. (3.7) 
We note that U(X) = Z(X). 
LEMMA 3.11. Let X be a nonempty subset of L and let ga = acl(XLsi) 
for i = l,..., t. Then 
Z(X) = kl ,-v&o (3.8) 
Proof. Similar to [3, 2.41. Q.E.D. 
4. S(L) = E(L) 
LetL=H_LM,whereH=H,1_ .*a 1 Ht is an orthogonal component 
of L as in Section 3. For each i = l,..., t, we choose once and for all a 
hyperbolic basis {xi , yi} of Hi with xzyi = si . We use Pi(u) to denote 
the isometry P~zi,,~(a) for the unit a. Let 01 = (4 ,..., at) be an element 
of X,U (Cartesian product of n copies of U). We use PH(a) to denote 
I&r P,(a,). Let Q(L) = [U(L), U(L)] be the commutator subgroup of 
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U(L) and U+(L) = {u E U(L) / det o = l}. It is easy to see that S(L) 2 C+-(L). 
We will see later that sZ(L) = U+(L) if and only if L is modular. We use 
Nr to denote the norm 1 subgroup of U, i.e., Nr = {a E U j aa* = l}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x be an i-pure isotropic vector in H. Then, there exists T 
in E(H) such that (T(x) . yJ s;’ is a unit. 
Proof. Write x = xi=, (ajxi + b,yj), where aj , b, E 0 for all j. Let 
A, = {p EI 1 ai EM,} and / A, 1 be the order of A, . We use induction 
on 1 A, I. If ) A, ) = 0 then a,(~y~) ST’ is a unit by 1.2. Suppose 1 A, j >, 1. 
For a fixed p in A,, since x is i-pure, one of uj(si : si), where u = a, b and 
j = l,..., t cannot be contained in M, . We may choose, by C.R.T., some 
d in 0, with d = 1 (mod M,) and d = 0 (mod M) for all v + IL. If bi is 
not in M, , then x’ = T zi,Bdsr+) has A,, c A,\(p), we are done by induction. 
Suppose viol is not in M, wherej # i and 01 E (sj : si). Then, x’ = Tz,,V,,dos-~(x) 
has A,, C A,\(p). Similarly, one can prove the case when bj(sj : si) is’ not 
contained in M, for some j # i. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. U(H) = U*(H). 
Proof. We use induction on t. Let u be an element of U(H). Suppose 
t = 1, H = HI is modular. By 3.3, there exists an isotropic vector y in H 
such that ax,y = a(x,)y for some unit a. By 3.4, there exists Tl in E(H) 
such that T,(ux,) ax,, T,(uy,) = bx, + (a-l)* y, for some b in 0. By 3.4 
again, there exists T2 in E(H) such that T, carries T,(uy,) to (a-l)* y, and 
xl to x1 . Hence, D = T;lT;lPl(a). Suppose t > 1. By 4.1, there exists Tl 
in E(H) such that T,a(x,) . yr = a,(x,y,) for some unit a, . By 3.4, there 
exists T, in E(H) such that T,(T,u(x,)) u,x, . Apply 3.4, again, there exists 
T3 in E(H) such that T3T2Tlu 1 HI is identity. Now, the result follows 
from induction on t. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let {x, y} and {x’, y’} be two i-hyperbolic pairs in L with 
xy = x’y‘. Then, T = P(z,lll(u) Prs,,V,)(a-l) E E(L) for all units a. 
Proof. By 3.5, there exists u = Pf,,,,o(b)T, where b E U and TEE(L) 
such that u(x) = x’ and a(y) = y’. Thus, Pt2,y)(a) = u-~P~~,,~,)(cz)~ and 
hence, r = u-~P(~,,~,)(Q) uPtz,,,,)(a-l) = T-l(Pi,,,,,~(a) TP~e,,v,,(a-l)). By 
(T.4) and (E.4), T is in E(L). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. U(L) = U*(L) or more precisely, U(L) is generated by all 
P&z) and E(L). 
Proof. Let u be an element in U(L). We use induction on dimL. If 
dimL, < 2 for all i = l,... , t, then the result follows from 4.2. Let x be 
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an i-pure vector in Ho. By 2.11, there is a i-hyperbolic pair {x’, y’} such 
that x’y’ = xiyi and x = ax’ + by’ for some a, b in 0. By 3.5, there exists 
7 = Pt,,,Y,)(d)T, where d E U and TEE(L) such that ~(a(x’)) = X’ and 
~(a(y’)) = y’, specially T,(X) = X. Now, the result follows from 4.3 and 
induction. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.5. Q(L) = E(L). 
Proof. First, we show that E(L) C G(L). It suffices to show that the pure 
transvections and pure quasi-transvections are contained in O(L). Let 
7z,a be a pure transvection. Choose an integer u that is a unit in 0, and 
u = 1 + 2’ for some integer Y. Then, 
is in G(L), where {x,y} is a hyperbolic pair. Let Ty,z,A be a pure quasi- 
transvection and {x, y} be a hyperbolic pair with z in (x, y>O. Then 
T Y,Z,A = p(*,@ C-1) T y,*,-~,zp~~,)(--1)T~~~--A,2 E Q(L)* 
Conversely, let p = u-%-~uT, where u, 7 E U(L). Write u = P,(a)T and 
7 = P,(b)Q, where a, b are units and Q, T E E(L). 
p = T-lP,(a)-l Q-lP,(b)-l P,(a) TP,(b)Q, 
= T-~(P,(u)-~ Q-lP,(a))(P,(u)-l P,(b)-l P,(u) P,,(b))(P,(b)-l TP,(bNQ. 
It follows from (T.4), (E.4), and 4.3 that p is in E(L). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose L is modular. Then, 
U(L)/Q(L) zs XI& n 0 and U+(L) = Q(L). 
Proof. Let u be in U(L). Write u = Pc.,}(u)T, where TEE(L) and 
a E U. Define a mapping f: U(L) -+ N,/N, n 0, by f(u) = u/u* in 
N,/N, n 0,. f is well-defined by Section 3. The surjectivity off follows 
from Hilbert theorem 90. Kerf = E(L) = G(L) by 4.4 and 4.5. 
Let u be in U+(L) and write u = P,(a)T, where 01 is a unit and TEE(L). 
Since det T = 1, det(P,(ol)) = 1, so 01 E 0,. Thus, P&a) E E(L). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.7. The center of U(L), 2, equals IV1 . 
Proof. That Nr C 2 is obvious. Conversely, let u E Z. T=,,+ = u~~,~u-~ = 
7,0.A for all transvections in U(L) implies ux = a& for all isotropic vector X, 
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where a, E IV1 . Let x, y be two isotropic vectors in L. Then, we may choose 
some unit d such that x + dy is isotropic. Thus, 
4x + 4) = Q+& + 4) = afi + dw, 
so a, = a3c+dy = ug . This shows that (T is a scalar multiplication, i.e., that 
ax = ux for all x in L. (ux)(ux) = au*x2 implies n(a) = 1. Q.E.D. 
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